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The Heliosphere



The Exploding Sun

• At times the Sun explosively sends plasma into space. 

• This occurs most dramatically during CMEs.

“Halloween 
Storm 2003”

Note the apparent Note the apparent 
outward flow of 

material.
“Snow” is due to 

energetic particles 
(radioactivity)



The History of the Solar Wind

• 1878 Becquerel (won Noble prize for his discovery of 

radioactivity) suggests particles from the Sun were 

responsible for aurora

• 1892 Fitzgerald (famous Irish Mathematician) suggests • 1892 Fitzgerald (famous Irish Mathematician) suggests 

corpuscular radiation (from flares) is responsible for 

magnetic storms



The Sun’s Atmosphere Extends far into 
Space

2008 Image 1919 Negative 



The Sun’s Atmosphere Extends Far into 
Space

• The image of the solar corona in the last slide was taken 

with a natural occulting disk – the moon’s shadow. 

• The moon’s shadow subtends the surface of the Sun.

• That the Sun had a atmosphere that extends far into 

space has been know for centuries- we are actually 

seeing sunlight scattered off of electrons.



• The Earth’s atmosphere is stationary. The Sun’s 

atmosphere is not stable but is blown out into space as 

the solar wind filling the solar system and then some.

• The first direct measurements of the solar wind were in 

the 1960’s but it had already been suggested in the 

early 1900s.

A Solar Wind not a Stationary 
Atmosphere

early 1900s.

– To explain a correlation between auroras and sunspots 

Birkeland [1908] suggested continuous particle emission from 

these spots. 

– Others suggested that particles were emitted from the Sun only 

during flares and that otherwise space was empty [Chapman

and Ferraro, 1931].



Discovery of the Solar Wind

• That it is continuously expelled as a wind (the solar wind) 

was realized when Biermann [1951] noticed that comet 

tails pointed away from the Sun even when the comet 

was moving away from the Sun. 



• The definitive answer came from spacecraft.

• The  Mariner 2 spacecraft returned 3 months 

of continuous solar wind data while traveling 

to Venus

The Solar Wind is Always 
There

to Venus. 



Solar Wind Observations
• Solar wind speeds (heavy lines) and 

densities (light lines) [Hundhausen, 1995]. 



• The most detailed observations of the solar wind 

have been made from spacecraft near the Earth.

Observed Properties of the Solar Wind near the Orbit 
of the Earth (after Hundhausen, [1995])

Proton density 6.6 cm-3

Electron density 7.1 cm-3

He2+ density 0.25 cm-3

Flow speed (nearly radial) 450 km s-1

Proton temperature 1.2x105K

Electron temperature 1.4x105K

Magnetic field 7x10-9T



Solar Wind Parameters Through a 
Sphere at 1AU

Flux Through a Sphere at 1AU

(after Hundhausen, [1995])

Protons 8.4x1035 s-1

Mass 1.6x1012 g s-1

Radial momentum 7.3x1014 N (Newton)

Kinetic energy 1.7x1027 erg s-1 (107 erg/J)

Thermal energy 0.05x1027 erg s-1

Magnetic energy 0.025x1027 erg s-1

Radial magnetic flux 1.4x1015 Wb (Weber)



Why is There a Solar Wind?

• The solar wind exists because the Sun 

maintains a 2x106K corona as its outer most 

atmosphere. 

• The Sun’s atmosphere “boils off” into space and 

is accelerated to high velocities (> 400 km s-1).is accelerated to high velocities (> 400 km s-1).

• There is a large pressure difference (gradient) 

with high pressure near the Sun and low 

pressure in space

• Causes solar wind to flow from Sun to space

• Heating of corona gives the high temperatures 

and allows escape velocities



Pressure Gradients

• Pressure (= nkT) (where n is the number density 
and T is temperature)

• Higher the temperature and density the higher 
the pressure.

• Gradient = spatial difference 

– (P2-P1)/(x2-x1) = (DP/Dx)=

• This is equivalent to a force

– The force is

– The force is a vector that is directed from the 
region with high pressure to the region with 
low pressure 

– Force causes an acceleration

P∇

PF −∇=



Escaping Gravity

• Gravity holds the atmosphere to the Sun (or 
Earth) against the force due to the pressure 
gradient.

• If they are equal this is called hydrostatic 
equilibriumequilibrium

• Equilibrium => balance

• Balance of gravity versus pressure gradient

• Force balance

• Note (r) means that the parameter is a function 
of distance (i.e., gravity falls off with height)

• If the temperature is high enough the gas can 
escape

( ))()(ˆ)( rkTrnrrmg −∇=



• Parker [1958] proposed that the solar wind 
was the result of the high temperature 
corona and developed a hydrodynamic 
model to support his idea. 

– Simplifying assumptions:

1. The solar wind can be treated as an ideal 

A Simple Model of the Solar Wind

1. The solar wind can be treated as an ideal 
gas.

2. The solar wind flows radially from the Sun.

3. Acceleration due to electromagnetic fields is 
negligible.

4. The solution is time stationary (i.e. the time 
scale for solar wind changes is long 
compared to the time scale for solar wind 
generation).



The Parker Model

where v is the velocity of the solar wind, r is the 

radial distance from the Sun, G is the 
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radial distance from the Sun, G is the 

gravitational constant, MSun is the mass of the 

Sun, and  the speed of sound squared 

cs
2=γkT/m (γ=5/3, k is the Boltzman constant, 

and m is the mass of a proton).



• The transition from subsonic to supersonic
occurs at a critical radius rc where            

• In order for a real continuous solution to exist 
at rc

scv =

2
2

Sun
c

c

GM
r =

The Observed Solar Wind is 
Supersonic

• The form of solutions for the expansion of the 
solar wind

2
2 s

c
c

The critical radius is 
near the Sun, much 

less than 1 AU



Not all Stars will Have a Solar Wind
• Solution A is the “observed” solar wind. It starts as a 

subsonic flow in the lower corona and accelerates with 

increasing radius. At the critical point the solar wind 

becomes supersonic.

• For solution F the speed increases only weakly with 

height and the critical velocity is not reached. For this 

case the solar wind is a “solar breeze”. case the solar wind is a “solar breeze”. 

• For solution C the flow accelerates too fast, becomes 

supersonic before reaching the critical radius and turns 

around and flows into the Sun.



More Solutions for Other Stars

• Solution B starts as a supersonic flow in the lower 

corona and becomes subsonic at the critical point.

• If the flow decelerates less as in D it would still be 

supersonic at the critical point and be accelerated 

again.

• Solution E is an inward blowing wind that is subsonic. 

The flow accelerates as it approaches the Sun, turns The flow accelerates as it approaches the Sun, turns 

back and leaves the Sun supersonically.



Quantitative Solutions for the Solar 
Wind Depends on 

temperature



• In summary the outer layer of the solar atmosphere will 
accelerate outward provided a suitable heating source adds 
enough energy to overcome the Sun’s gravitational energy.

• If we substitute for definitions of the pressure and sound speed 
into the solar wind equation
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Hot Stars Don’t Have Solar Winds

– For very hot stars the numerator is always positive and the denominator is 

negative so that as the atmosphere expands the velocity decreases and 

never becomes supersonic.

– For cool stars both numerator and denominator start negative and flow 

accelerates outward. At some time v approaches the sonic velocity. At this 

point the acceleration will only continue if the thermal energy exceeds the 

gravitational energy.  
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The Interplanetary Magnetic Field
• The solar wind has a magnetic field.

• On the average the IMF is in the ecliptic plane at the orbit of the Earth 
although at times it can have substantial components perpendicular to the 
ecliptic.

• The hot coronal plasma has extremely high electrical conductivity and the 
IMF becomes “frozen in” to the flow.

• If the Sun did not rotate the resulting magnetic configuration would be very 
simple: magnetic field lines stretching radially from the Sun. 

• As the Sun rotates (sidereal period 27 days) the base of the field line • As the Sun rotates (sidereal period 27 days) the base of the field line 
frozen into the plasma rotates westward creating an Archimedean spiral.



• Assume a plasma parcel on the Sun at a source 

longitude of        and a source radius of r0. 

– At time t the parcel will be found at the position                               
and 

– Eliminating the time gives 
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The Archimedean Spiral



Material flows 
straight out from 
the Sun and 
usually takes 
about three days 
to get here. By 
then the point it 
came from is off 
then the point it 
came from is off 
to the right, but 
we are connected 
there by 
magnetic field 
lines.

EIT 171



• The IMF can be directed either inward or 
outward with respect to the Sun. 

• One of the most remarkable observations 
from early space exploration was that the 
magnetic field polarity was uniform over large 
angular regions and then abruptly changed 
polarity.

The Direction of the IMF

polarity.
– This polarity pattern repeated over succeeding 

solar rotations. The regions of one polarity are 
called magnetic sectors.

– In a stationary frame of reference the sectors 
rotate with the Sun.

– Typically there are about four sectors. 

– The sector structure gets very complicated during 
solar maximum.



• The sector structure inferred from IMP satellite 

observations. Plus signs are away from the Sun and 

minus signs are toward the Sun.

The Sector Structure



• The rotation and dipole 
axes are along the left 
edge of the figure and the 
solar equator is horizontal

• The dipole component of 
the solar magnetic field 
(dashed lines) is distorted 
by the solar wind flow

A Meridian View of the IMF

by the solar wind flow

• The expected IMF is 
shown by solid lines. 

• The IMF that reaches the 
Earth has its foot-points 
rooted at middle latitudes

• The antiparallel field lines 
in the equatorial plane 
require a current sheet 
between them. 



Currents and 
Magnetic Fields

Ampere’s Law tells 
us that an electric 
current makes a 
magnetic field

wikipedia

magnetic field

The field is stronger near 
the current, and obeys the 
Right Hand Rule

MIT Physics demos (do not try at home)



Current Sheets

• Imagine a sheet of electrical current.

• By Ampere’s law (                       ) a current can create a 

magnetic field where J is the current density and B is the 

magnetic field

BJ
rr

×∇=
0

1

µ

magnetic field

• The direction of the current determines the magnetic 

field direction by a right hand rule.
B

B

J



• That the IMF has sector structure suggests that plasma in a 
given sector comes from a region on the Sun with similar 
magnetic polarity.

• The sector boundaries are an extension of the “neutral line” 
associated with the heliospheric current sheet (HCS).

– The dipolar nature of the solar magnetic field adds latitudinal 

structure to the IMF. 

– The radial magnetic field has one sign north of the HCS and one 

sign south of the HCS.

The Explanation for Sector Structure

sign south of the HCS.

– The current sheet is inclined by about 70 to the rotational equator.

– As the Sun rotates the equator moves up and down with respect to 

the solar equator so that the Earth crosses the equator twice a 

rotation. 



• As the Sun rotates the three dimensional current 

sheet becomes wavy. This is sometimes called the 

Ballerina skirt model of the heliosphere. 

The Ballerina Skirt Model



The 3D Heliosphere

• Until the 1990’s our knowledge of the heliosphere 

was limited to the ecliptic. 

• The Ulysses spacecraft observed the flow over both 

the northern and southern poles of the Sun.

• Sketch showing equatorial current sheet and magnetic 

field lines coming from the polar regions toward the 

equator. 

[Smith et al., 1978]



• The Ulysses spacecraft 
orbits the Sun at 5AU

• The solar wind velocity 
increases from about 450 
km/s at the equator to 

The 3D Velocity

increases from about 450 
km/s at the equator to 
about 750 km/s above the 
poles.

– Above 500 only fast solar 
winds were observed. 

– Up to about 300 there were a 
recurrent oscillations in the 
velocity with a period of 
about 26 days.



• Velocity, density 

and proton 

temperature of 

two high speed 

streams

• Speed and 

temperature 
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The Source of the High Speed Streams

• Images of the Sun in soft (low energy) X-ray

• The black region at high latitudes is called a 

coronal hole.

• The high speed streams come out of the 

coronal hole.

• As the solar cycle progresses the coronal hole 

moves closer to the equator.moves closer to the equator.



• The Archimedean spiral associated 
with slow streams is curved more 
strongly than for a fast stream.

• Because field lines are not allowed 
to intersect at some point an 
interaction region develops 
between fast and slow streams. 
Since both rotate with the Sun 
these are called corotating 

Corotating Interaction Regions

Since both rotate with the Sun 
these are called corotating 
interaction regions (CIR).

• On the Sun there is an abrupt 
change in the solar wind speeds but 
in space the streams are spread 
out. 

• At the interface between fast and 
slow streams the plasma is 
compressed. 



• Changes in the solar wind 
plasma parameters 
(speed V, density N,, 
magnetic-field intensity B, 
and plasma pressure P) 

Observations of a 
Corotating 

Interaction Region

and plasma pressure P) 
during the passage of 
Corotating Interaction 
Region  [OMNI database]

• Proton and electron 
temperatures TP and TE 
go up with the 
compression



• Changes in the solar wind plasma parameters (speed V, density N, 
proton and electron temperatures TP and TE, magnetic-field 
intensity B, and plasma pressure P) during the passage of an 
interplanetary shock pair past the ISEE 3 spacecraft. [Hundhausen, 
1995]. 



• The “waviness” of the current sheet increases at 

solar maximum. 

• The current sheet is rather flat during solar minimum 

but extends to high latitudes during solar maximum.

• The average velocity of the solar wind is greater 

during solar minimum because high-speed streams 

The Heliospheric Current Sheet at Solar 
Minimum and Maximum

during solar minimum because high-speed streams 

are observed more frequently and for longer times



Recap

• The solar wind flows away from the Sun at supersonic 

speeds.

• It flows faster in the polar regions than at the equator.

• The IMF is frozen into the flow and forms an 

Archimedean spiral.

• The three dimensional “Ballerina Skirt” model is a good 

approximation of the current sheet near the ecliptic 

plane.

• During solar minimum high speed flows from the poles 

can reach the equator in coronal holes – these high 

speed flows form corotating interaction regions.  



• Positive differences 
(brightenings of the corona 
since the pre-event image) 
are shown in red and 
orange, negative 
differences in blue.

• Coronal features to the 

Coronal Mass Ejections in Space

• Coronal features to the 
sides of the loops were 
progressively pushed 
away from the ejection 
during its passage through 
the coronagraph field of 
view, and are thus visible 
on these difference images



• CMEs are often referred to 

as magnetic clouds, or flux 

ropes. At 1 AU they take 

about a day to pass the 

Earth, led by a shock

• Their identifying 

characteristic is a region of 

nearly constant magnetic 

A CME in Space

nearly constant magnetic 

field strength with slow 

changes in the two field 

angles. N (density) usually 

low.

• In the sheath between the 

shock and cloud field and 

density are compressed & 

turbulent. 



• At the beginning of the event the field is 
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane.

• After the cloud has passed the field has almost 
reversed direction. 

• This is an indication of a magnetic field wrapped 
around the structure.

• The orientation of the magnetic cloud (i.e. whether is 
it north then south or vice versa depends on the field 

The Magnetic Configuration of a CME in Space

it north then south or vice versa depends on the field 
at the source).



Two Major Sources of Space Weather

CIRs cannot be readily seen 

but are detected in plasma

Coronal Mass Ejections 

(CMEs) cannot be seen 

easily when heading straight 

for us. 

NASA: Composite photo



Shocks

• Information in a fluid propagates at the signal speed of 

the medium

– In the air it is the speed of sound.

– In a plasma there are three characteristic velocities – the sound 
speed, the Alfvén speed and the magnetosonic speed.

• When a fluid  moving faster than one of these speeds • When a fluid  moving faster than one of these speeds 

encounters an obstacle it must move out of the way. 

However, it can’t since it is moving faster than the speed 

of information propagation.

• The fluid must slow down. It does so in a discontinuity 

called a shock.  
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This is the 

Slide courtesy R. L. McPherron

COOL video: Google “bomb cpl deel utube”
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This is the 
shock from a 
distant star 
but the Sun’s 

own 
heliosphere 

ends in a shock



Almost the End of the Heliosphere

• The local interstellar medium confines the heliosphere.

• When the super magnetosonic solar wind reaches that 

boundary it must slow down  and a termination shock 

forms.  



Much like the region between the 
planets, interstellar space is almost

a vacuum but not quite



• (left) Energetic particle measurements show increase in particle 

fluxes at shock (A, B, D) and change in first order anisotropies (C) and 
radial velocity (F). (Decker et al., 2005) 

• (right) The magnetic field magnitude increased (A) and the galactic 
cosmic ray intensity increased. (Burlaga et al., 2005)

Voyager 1 Crossed the Termination Shock at 94AU



We will soon see that charged particles 
move in spiral paths (right hand rule!)
Neutral particles can come to us from 
the heliopause (NASA IBEX, 2009)

The pattern 
found was 
unexpected 
and nobody and nobody 
yet knows 
what it means! 



Cosmic Rays

• The Earth is bombarded from every direction by cosmic 

rays – energetic charged particles.

• Cosmic rays are divided into two types

– Galactic cosmic rays (originate outside of the solar system)

– Solar energetic particles (SEPs are from the Sun).

• Cosmic rays range from protons to heavy ( e.g. Fe) ions.

• Galactic cosmic rays have energy of 100MeV to 10GeV• Galactic cosmic rays have energy of 100MeV to 10GeV

(An eV is the energy an electron gets passing through 

one Volt or 1.6X10-19 J in SI units.)

• A 10GeV cosmic ray is traveling at 99.6% of the speed 

of light.

• Cosmic rays are created in supernova explosions and 

accelerated by shocks – they are scattered by magnetic 

fields so we don’t know their exact source. 



When Cosmic Rays Reach Earth

• Cosmic rays collide with the Earth’s atmosphere creating 

secondary particles  and giving up some of their energy.

• Both the cosmic rays and secondary particles continue 

to hit atmospheric particles.

• They create pions with decay into muons, neturinos and • They create pions with decay into muons, neturinos and 

gamma rays.

• About 1000 particles hit our bodies per minute.

• On Earth this is only a small part of the background 

radiation.

• In space the flux is much higher and can be fatal.

• Currently the flux of  galactic cosmic rays are at record 

high levels. 



Assignment

• Read Chapter 4

• Problems  3.1

• The Cassini spacecraft is orbiting Saturn. 

Assume Saturn’s orbit is at 9AU how long does it 

take the signal to reach the Earth in inferior 

conjunction? How does it change as the Earth 

orbits the Sun in superior conjunction?

• The usual number of protons in 1 cm3 of the 

solar wind near Earth is 7. How many are in 1 

m3 and what mass do they have? The mass of 

one proton is 1.67×10-27 kg.

• Due October 18


